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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a novel adaptive method applicable
to all algorithms based on finite difference method. The algorithm is tuned adaptively and incrementally in terms of
data presentation and computation structure. Computational
accuracy is dynamically predicted and controlled, and hardware resource consumption is analysed to explore run-time
potential of target applications. The design flow involves
algorithm update, precision estimation, hardware analysis,
runtime scheduling and dynamic learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Run-time reconfigurability of reconfigurable systems is capable is tuning applications while running. By optimising
hardware implementations according to specific requirements
during run-time, the performance of reconfigurable systems
can be pushed forward. Effective as the technique is, existing algorithms and applications tend to be static, and current
runtime reconfiguration methods are limited to applications
with varying properties [1, 2].
Bit-level optimisation works as an important design technique in the field of reconfigurable computing. By customising the data presentation to algorithm characteristics and
user requirements, significant area saving can be achieved,
which in turn improves system concurrency and thus increases system throughput. Existing tools to perform bitlevel optimisation are limited to either static precision analyses [3, 4, 5] or Monte-Carlo methods [6]. The concept of
run-time reconfiguration is missing from current tools.
In this paper, we aim to introduce an approach to dynamically tune algorithms based on finite difference method.
Our approach actively generates runtime design space from
target algorithms, and the error propagation is dynamically
controlled.
The major contributions of this work include:
- An adaptive approach to control computational error
due to reduced data presentation. Instead of passively

estimated, the error propagation is actively controlled
by tuning the parameters.
- A novel methodology to turn static algorithms into
dynamic implementations. The runtime properties of
algorithms and reconfigurability of systems are explored to adaptively improve system performance.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Precision Analysis
As a FPGA-exclusive optimisation technique, bit-width optimisation has been widely used in the field of custom computing. Various algorithm presentations and precision analysis methods were proposed to generate circuits with guaranteed accuracy [3, 4, 5]. These work depend on passive
analyse of the target algorithms, the capacity of tuning data
presentation during runtime is not explored. A runtime compensation method was proposed in [6]. However, this method
is limited to Monte-Carlo methods, where error is bounded
within one path and only the final result matters.

2.2. Runtime Reconfiguration
Runtime reconfiguration is an emerging area to improve system performance during runtime. Given runtime information is properly utilised, the implemented operators can be
further optimised during specific time slots. The slowly
varying properties of input data were captured in [1] to implement arithmetic operators with constant input. The algorithm parameters were dynamically approximated to optimal constants for the operators in [2], to further reduce
the upper bound of implemented operators. Besides customising implementations, the tuning process also impacts
the computational precision. However, the interactions have
not been explored.

Finite difference method is a widely used numerical
method to approximate solutions to differential equations.
The approximation error depends on the step size and the
approximation order.
α · u(a − x) + β · u(a) + γ · u(a + x)
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This static approximation process can be dynamically accomplished, with coefficients actively varied. The potential
benefits include reduced computational effort, as well as opportunity to dynamically tune the algorithm.
3. MOTIVATION
The run-time potential of application depends the varieties
of the application in time dimension. Previous work are limited to applications [7, 8, 9, 10] with varying properties. The
proposed approach exploit the run-time potential of applications by actively tuning application configurations. Our aim
is to show that, with proper run-time design methods, applications with static properties can explore reconfigurability
to improve system
The explored properties in current approach include data
presentation and constant coefficients. The data presentation
involves achieving optimal bit-width optimisation for arithmetic operations, while varied coefficients impact resource
usage and error propagation. The interaction between the
updated properties and system performance is formulated to
incrementally tune the target applications.
In reconfigurable computing, data presentation refers to
bit-width optimisation. The data are presented in customised
formats to reduce resource consumption. As a consequence,
generated results differ from the results of original presentation. If the original results are assumed as accurate, inaccuracy is introduced at the time when data presentation is
varied, and propagates through the computational space, as
shown in Figure 1. By dynamically introducing and compensating variable inaccuracy in different time slots, an optimal run-time data presentation can be achieved.
Besides data presentation, algorithm optimisation during run-time involves reconstructing the target algorithms
according to dynamic requirements of applications. Figure 2
demonstrates the structure of a one-dimensional finite difference method. Propagation of generated results between time
steps can be dynamically controlled, by varying the mapping
constant. For algorithms based on finite difference method,
coefficients are decided by approximation order O, stencil
size S, step size in time dt and step size in space ds. The
computational process for a one-dimensional finite difference method is shown in Figure 2.
(α, β, γ...) ⇐ f (O, S, dt, ds)
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Fig. 2. Structure of one-dimensional finite difference
method in time.
With dynamic data presentation and algorithm structures
in different time steps, the target algorithms can be dynamically tuned.
4. ADAPTIVE APPROACH
The proposed approach is presented in Figure 3. It works
as an iterative method to adapt the target algorithm into dynamically optimised operators. The algorithm is constantly
tuned as computation goes through involved grid space.
Tuned coefficients are fed into a precision estimator to predict accumulated errors. The precision model analyses accuracy of the specific data presentation and constant values,
while the hardware model calculates resource usage of the
configuration. Two analytical models cooperate to estimate
the benefit of possible reconfiguration opportunities. Target accuracy and available hardware resource work as constraints for possible configurations.
The error for a specific point accumulates from neighbouring points in space and previous calculations in time.
Affine Arithmetic [11] (AA) was proposed to estimate the
computation range and precision. It can be used here to estimate the dynamic precision.
xre = x + 2−M A−1 · λ, λ ∈ [−1, 1]
−M Ai −1

Ei = 2
Ej,t =

n
X

· λi

λ<i,t−1> · E<i,t−1>

(3)
(4)
(5)

i=0

where xre denotes the data presented with reduced precision, and M A is the mantissa size. Computation error introduced in a specific time step is expressed as Ei , while the
error propagation is formulated as Eq 5. Ei is estimated with
data presentation, and the propagation is controlled with dynamic constants. Therefore, the impacts of varied algorithm
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Fig. 1. Error propagation in computation space and time.
on computation accuracy can be adaptively predicted.
The hardware analytical model is built to capture the dynamic optimisation opportunities as design configurations
are mapped onto reconfigurable fabrics. Bit-width optimisation impacts resource usage of arithmetic operations linearly. In the meanwhile, the varied constants construct the
upper bound of resource usage. As resource consumption
goes down with data presentation, system performance can
be increased after a reconfiguration operation. For a reconfigurable area with upper bound resource consumption, multiple time steps can be mapped into it with reduced data presentation. As shown in Figure 2, the two time steps can be
accomplished with data streamed one time, given the available resource can accommodate the dynamically optimised
circuits.

and the arithmetic operators are adaptively optimised. Work
in progress and future work include expanding modules in
the turning process, exploring more runtime properties and
building various applications to evaluate the proposed approach.
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Analysed data are fed into a runtime scheduler to decide
whether the current configuration needs to be reconfigured.
For the implemented circuits, data are sampled back into a
learning algorithm to update module parameters, closing the
tuning process.
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